Year in Review
July 1, 2021 – June 30, 2022
Thank you for supporting the Crocker!
On June 30, 2022, we wrapped up another fiscal year for the Crocker Art Museum. This was the first full year our doors have been open since fiscal year 2018–2019, and we have so much to celebrate and be thankful for.

This year, we brought back our Thursday night programming and saw the return of some of our visitor favorites like ArtMix and Jazz Night at the Crocker. New artworks and publications expanded our understanding of art and art history, while elevating the Museum within the field through ground-breaking research and never-before conceived exhibitions like *The Candy Store: Funk, Nut, and Other Art With a Kick* and *Twinka Thiebaud and the Art of the Pose*. We also welcomed thousands of new and rejoined members to our Crocker family, bringing our membership base back to pre-pandemic levels. This, and so much more, wouldn’t have been possible without your annual support.

The enclosed Annual Report summarizes our most recent fiscal year (July 1, 2021 – June 30, 2022) and reviews the impact the Crocker Art Museum had in our community through exhibitions, collections, programs, and outreach. It also recognizes the members and supporters whose generosity helped make it possible.

Please join me in celebrating all we were able to accomplish together, and keep reading to see how your support helped the Crocker bring people together and connect them in unexpected ways with art, ideas, each other, and the world around them.

With gratitude,

CHELSEA LARSON  
Director of Institutional Advancement
Thank you for supporting the Crocker!

Let’s look back

Some highlights of the year:

**JULY**
- In-person family programming restarted, including Wee Wednesday and Baby Loves Art
- Louis Comfort Tiffany: Treasures from the Driehaus Collection
- Director’s Circle Brunch

**SEPTEMBER**
- Classical Concerts returned
- Debuted ArtInteractiveLIVE!, our virtual variety show

**OCTOBER**
- Opened Monet to Matisse: Masterworks of French Impressionism from the Dixon Gallery and Gardens and held the Monet to Matisse gala
- Hosted Monster Mash, a Halloween event for families.
- Awarded the John S. Knudsen Prize to Chicana artist Gina M. Contreras
- Selected the first set of artists to participate in the Crocker-Kingsley Initiative, a five-year commitment to celebrating the accomplishments of BIPOC artists
**JANUARY**
- Launched Art + Soul Sundays, a new Art + Wellness initiative

**APRIL**
- Honored Scott Shields’ 20th anniversary by unveiling the recent acquisition #2 (Sausalito) by Richard Diebenkorn.
- Welcomed our first Director of Human Resources, Equity & Inclusion

**JUNE**
- Closed virtual auctions, Big Names Small Art and Silent Art Auction, and hosted the Live Art Auction event
- Kicked-off Teen Art Labs
- Launched a new online ticketing and membership portal my.crockerart.org

**MARCH**
- ArtMix returned!
- Opened the National Council on Education for the Ceramic Arts’s (NCECA) annual exhibition, Belonging

**MAY**
- Kicked off the redesign of the Crocker Art Museum website
- Opened Wayne Thiebaud: A Celebration, 1920–2021, the final showing following the exhibition’s national tour, and honored the nationally renowned artist at a Celebration of Life.
Our members—from the Individual level to the Director’s Circle—provide stable and crucial unrestricted funds through membership dues and other gifts above and beyond. This generosity enables us to bring more than a dozen exciting, new exhibitions to Sacramento each year, and supports the nearly 400 programs that bring art to life. Together, we enrich our community through meaningful interactions with art every day.
Celebrated 2,055 new member households

- Opened 19 exhibitions

- Acquired 1,341 new works of art

Reached nearly 130,000 social media followers

- Received 19,488 donations

Go to page 14 to see the full donor list
In FY22, the true stars in the Crocker Art Museum’s orbit were our volunteers. The Museum’s volunteers, docents, advisory committees, and Board were steadfast during the heights of the pandemic and upon our return to regular public hours and programming. In a challenging time, volunteers have kept us informed, inspired, and encouraged. We end this fiscal year feeling triumphant as a result of their support.

As we reopened our doors in 2021, staff stood side by side with volunteer docents to welcome back visitors filled with glee. Volunteers helped us stuff envelopes, make calls, served as ushers, and helped to support the Museum in other ways as we got back on our feet again.

Starting in September of 2021 with the Classical Concert series, the Museum began to offer large-scale programs again. From there, Global Rhythms World Music series, Wee Wednesdays, Monster Mash, Baby Loves Art, films, ArtMix, lectures, public tours, panel discussions, and Jazz Nights at the Crocker followed. This was all made possible through the help of volunteers, and we cannot thank this group enough for their willingness, flexibility, and support.

STACEY SHELNUT-HENDRICK
Director of Education
SCHOOLS AND TEACHERS

• 344 hours of instruction, both in and out of the classroom
• Served 102 schools from 18 districts within a 115 mile radius of the Museum
• 6,766 students engaged

COMMUNITY OUTREACH AND ENGAGEMENT

• Participated in dozens of pop ups, festivals, fairs, celebrations, and other events throughout our community, engaging with thousands of community members.
• 15 teens took part in the inaugural Teen Arts Council, where, over the course of 9 months, they learned relevant business skills, participated in creative art activities, and learned about our region’s creative arts economy.

PUBLIC PROGRAMS

• 21 lectures, talks, and discussions provided critical dialogue and thoughtful engagement with exhibitions and current topics.

STUDIO PROGRAMS

• 64 studio classes
• Collaborated with dozens of regional artists to provide classes in everything from sketching to encaustic.

YOUTH AND FAMILY PROGRAMS

• Delivered 44 programs for children under 6 and their caretakers.
The past year has seen exhibitions celebrating top artists from our region, California, and the world. The summer began with glass and decorative art in *Louis Comfort Tiffany: Treasures from the Driehaus Collection*, which overlapped with the portraits and landscapes of *For America: Paintings from the National Academy of Design*. These exhibitions led into the colorful world of French Impressionists with *Monet to Matisse: Masterworks of French Impressionism from the Dixon Gallery and Gardens*.

After celebrating these artists, the Crocker turned its attention closer to home, focusing on historic 19th-century California prints from the Pope Collection, ceramic masks and bronze figures by Bay Area sculptor Stephen De Staebler, and a group of adventuresome artists who exhibited at Folsom’s legendary Candy Store Gallery. The latter shows joined other exhibitions featuring clay, including *Hands and Earth: Contemporary Japanese Ceramics* and the National Council on Education for the Ceramic Arts’s (NCECA) annual exhibition, *Belonging*, both of which were on view in conjunction with NCECA’s annual conference held this year in Sacramento. Rounding out the fiscal year, we opened *Radiant & Eternal: Chinese Jades from the Permanent Collection*, as well as a complementary pair of Thiebaud exhibitions—one celebrating the work of the late Wayne Thiebaud, the other his daughter, Twinka Thiebaud, a renowned artist’s model who collaborated with generations of artists and photographers.
ACQUISITIONS

The Crocker’s acquisitions—including 1,299 gifts and 42 purchases—spanned hundreds of years and featured the best of local talent and international practitioners. Represented among these acquisitions are numerous works by women and artists of color, acquired through the generosity of key supporters who have made it their goal for the Crocker to be a global destination and a place that reflects the community.

EXHIBITIONS

• Hosted 6 traveling exhibitions, including For America: Paintings from the National Academy of Design, Monet to Matisse: Masterworks of French Impressionism from the Dixon Gallery and Gardens, and Hands and Earth: Contemporary Japanese Ceramics.
• Organized and opened 13 exhibitions, including The Candy Store: Funk, Nut, and Other Art with a Kick, which highlighted the work of artists who put the whimsical, funky, and irreverent aesthetic of California’s Central Valley on the art-historical map.

PUBLICATIONS

• Authored and/or contributed to 3 exhibition catalogues.
It is with sincere gratitude that we recognize and thank the following individual donors for their generous contributions to the Crocker Art Museum over the last twenty years.

**ALL GIFTS**

The following list recognizes the top twenty-five overall cash contributors to the Crocker Art Museum since January 1, 2000. Their cumulative giving includes both restricted and unrestricting donations, including membership, sponsorship, special event paddle raisers, annual donations, acquisitions, endowment, and capital campaign commitments.

1. Marcy Friedman
2. James and Joyce* Teel
3. Melza and Ted Barr
4. Loet Vanderveen*
5. Alan Templeton
6. Malcolm* and Anne* McHenry
7. Patricia and David Schwartz
8. Nancy K. Lawrence* and Gordon Klein*
9. Linda Lawrence
10. Dennis* and Nancy* Marks
11. Claudia Cummings
12. Denise and Donald Timmons
13. Alison Carrillo
14. Norm* and Dorothy* Lien
15. Ellen Sherman*
16. David Gibson and William Ishmael
17. Victor* and Louise* Graf
18. Loren G. Lipson, M.D.*
19. Pamela G. Saltenberger
20. Mary Lou and Ray* Stone
21. Mark Friedman and Marjorie Solomon
22. Sandra Singer and Tom Weborg
23. Gloria Jones
24. John S. Knudsen Trust
25. Ronald G. Pomares and Marilyn Mahoney
UNRESTRICTED GIFTS

The following list recognizes the top twenty-five unrestricted cash contributors to the Crocker Art Museum since January 1, 2000. Their cumulative giving includes membership, annual fund donations, and special event paddle raisers.

1. Melza and Ted Barr
2. Susan McClatchy
3. Marcy Friedman
4. Nancy K. Lawrence* and Gordon Klein*
5. Patricia and David Schwartz
6. Linda Lawrence
7. Wayne Thiebaud*
8. Susie* and Jim Burton
9. Ellen Sherman*
10. Denise and Donald Timmons
11. Sandra Singer and Tom Weborg
12. Nikke V. Sosnick
13. Dennis* and Nancy* Marks
14. Susan K. Edling
15. Estelle G. Saltzman
16. Claudia D. Coleman
17. Pat Mahony and Randy Getz
18. Joyce and Kenneth Adamson
19. Pamela G. Saltenberger
20. Gloria Jones
21. Barbara Jeanne* and Gerald Hansen*
22. Philip Peress
23. Bobbi and Dick Nathanson
24. Guy M.* and Jacqueline C.* Sheridan
25. Helen and Frank Wheeler
ANNUAL GIFTS

It is with sincere gratitude that we recognize the following donors as well as City of Sacramento, County of Sacramento, State of California, and federal gifts whose support was received between July 1, 2021 – June 30, 2022. Membership and cumulative unrestricted donations of $300 and above are recognized.

$100,000 and above
Ted and Melza Barr
Simon K. Chiu
Lucille Hartfield Epstein and George N. Epstein
Malcolm* and Anne* McHenry
Wayne Thiebaud Foundation
Western Health Advantage

$50,000 – $99,999
Dani Chakour
Marcy Friedman
Hughey Gentry, LLP
Kingsley Art Club Educational Foundation
Linda Lawrence
Nancy K. Lawrence*
Pope Survivors Trust
Patricia and David Schwartz
Nikke V. Sosnick
Denise and Donald Timmons

$25,000 – $49,999
Bank of America
Dan Brunner
Susie* and Jim Burton
Barbara J. Campbell
The Delury Family and Vince Jacobs
Susan K. Edling
David Gibson and William Ishmael
Patricia Grant
Maria Pope
Mel and Leta Ramos
Family Foundation
Gary Smith and David Ligare
Mary Lou and Ray* Stone
U.S. Bank
Kevie Yang
Pamela Heidi Zaiss and Conrad Zaiss

$10,000 – $24,999
Joyce C. and Kenneth Adamson
Robert and Susan Benedetti
Carol and Roger Berry
Elizabeth Boeckman
Yvonne Boseker
Donald and Candace Butwill Trust
Cannady-Ford Family Fund of the Sacramento Region Community Foundation
Claudia D. Coleman
Crocker Art Museum Docent Council
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Crocker
Laurie and William Davis
Murray and Marie Demo
Marge and Joe Dobrowolski
Anna B. Francis
Franklin Templeton
BARRY* and Patty French
Hagley Family
Chris and Cheryl Holben
David Kaplan and Glenn Ostergaard
Elizabeth Ann Ketelle
Mary and Jason Kinney
Joanie M. Krimson
Jennifer and Edward Lee
Pat Mahony and Randy Getz
Dennis and Nancy Marks Expendable Fund of the Sacramento Region Community Foundation
Congresswoman Doris Matsui and Mr. Roger Sant
The James and Susan McClatchy Fund of the Sacramento Region Community Foundation
Susan McClatchy
Carole B. McCook
Janet Mohler-Boetani, M.D.
and Mark Manasse
Murphy Austin Adams Schoenfeld LLP
Gloria Nafiy
Clifford Popejoy and Antonia Vorster
Richard Raiker
RCA Community Fund of the Sacramento Region Community Foundation
Pamela G. Saltenberger
Christine and Gerald Seaman
Guy M. and Jacqueline C. Sheridan Memorial Fund of the Sacramento Region Community Foundation
Helene and John Skratt
Barbara Alexander Stiles and Thomas B. Stiles II
Joyce* and James Teel
Alan Templeton
Twinka Thiebaud and Sierra Mellinger Surmer Travers
Elke-Martina von Schlosser
Laura and Robert Wendel
Helen and Frank Wheeler
Kay Yonemoto and Harold Wright

$5,000 – $9,999
Barbara H. Alexander
Heather Andreade-Neumann
Margot and Dave Bach
José and Juli Ann Blanco
Boeckman Family Foundation
Claudia Cummings
Lynne and Glen Cunningham
Barbara and Charlie Demmon
Patti L. Donlon
Donald P. Dorfman
Roger Dreyer and Carol Wiczkowski Dreyer
Enamel Arts Foundation
Laura and Rick Fergerson
Sylvia Fitzgerald, ISA AM
Mark M. Glickman and Lanette M. McClure
Lori Gualda and David Levin
Raymond Gundlach and Laurie Wood-Gundlach
Bev and Bill Hallday
Ted Harris and Melissa Conner
Michelle Hill
Dan and Gwenna Howard
Patricia Ingoglia
John and Lynda Jackson
Ernie and Muriel Johnson
Gloria Jones
Sandra L. Jones
Stevan K. Jones and Judith G. Jones
Jane and Michael Jonsson
Denton and Kristine Kelley
William and Jane Koenig
Carol Ledbetter
Emily Left and James L. Davis III
Jaye and Joan Leinieke*
Dorothy Lien*
Kimberly and Timothy* Lien
Mike Lien and Darcy Ketchum
Donna and Greg Lucas
Iyon Cares Foundation
Val J. McMichael
Margaux and Robert McMillan
Fred and Linda Meyers
Patricia Morgan
Natalie Ng and Tom Arnold
Nick Sadek Sotheby’s
Janet Poole
SUSAN and Paul Prudler
Maggie Roth
Karen and David Roughton
Alan Sauvage and Julie Frimmer Sauvage
Mary Anne Schepelbos
The Estate of Rev. Charles G. Schepel
Elizabeth H. Shattuck
Glen W. Sorensen, Jr. Family
Teichert Foundation
Barbara Tonso
Sharon Usher and David Townsend
Tom Wegbro and Sandra Greenberg
Singer
Lynn Wilcox
Darby Williams and Julia Bell
William Zeile

$2,500 – $4,999
Barbara Amstine, Ph.D.
Elizabeth and Russell Austin
Richard Barker
Christopher Belumo
Edouard Blanco
Jean and Robert Bonar
Marjorie and Larry Booth
Linda Brandenburger
Beckie and Martin Cleveringen
Stacey Leung Crawford and Ieland Crawford
Heidi and Daniel Crosbie
Kathleen and James Deeringer
Norris Evans
Karen and David Evering
Daniel E. Farley and Robert L. Glos
Sandra and Steven Felderstein
Ann and Jim Fish
Mark Friedman and Marjorie Solomon
Kimberly Garza and Daniel Stanush
Barbara and Michael Genovesi
Robert A. Gien
Thëa Dzuk Givens
Karen L. Griffin
Rachel Grinzeziwitz
Zarou and Hani Haesslein
Dr. M. J. Hamilton and David Reed
Mary Hargrove
Karen and Rod Hass
Ryan and Marion Heater
Betsy and Mike Inchausti
Phillip and Marilyn Isenberg
Gary T. Johns and John D. Schneider
Kathleen and Daniel Johnson
Lil A. Jones
Kelley Gallery
Julia Kelly
Mary Louise and Rodney A. Klein
Dixie Law and Bridget Law
Margaret Mackenzie
Catherine MacMillan
Gary Masel and Mark Ullm
Karyn Mallya and Danny Rayos
Barbara Marcotte and John Woodland
Richard Marland
Theodore and Kathleen McCabe
Candace McGahan and Louise Simpson
Dr. Linda and Mr. Steven Meskers
Mimi Miller
Mrs. James A. Monroe
Chester A. Newland
Sue Noack
Mitchell and Teri Ostwald
Cathie Piacentini and Crystal Bolanos
R. Scott and Jayne Rasmussen
Simone Miller Rathe and Mark Rathe
Jim and Sue Robison
Patricia and Antagana Rodriguez
Lois Ann and Martin Rosenberg
Ted Rowland
RSE Community Investment Fund
Rita and Greg Ruecker
Sacramento Pioneer Association
Estelle G. Saltzman
Randall Sater
Robert Scarlett
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Dr. Jose Abad and Elizabeth Welsh Abad
Teghpreeet Ahluwalia and Karanveer Ahluwalia
Kathleen and Michelle Anapolsky
Anonymous
Barbara Arnold and Henry Go
Eric Astacaan and Michael Butler
Merle Axelrad
Chris Bachtel
Katherine Bardis-Miry and Bay Miry
Connie and Paul Batterson
Mary Ann Beehuis
Fred A. and Mary C. Bliss
Donna and Mark Blum
Jose Bodipo-Memba
Edith and Stephen Brandenburger
David Paul Brown and
Sean Timberlake
Robert and Michael Brown
Susan and Charles Brownridge
Roy Castellini and Jon Williams
Rita Champion
Jim Charlton and Jane Robb
Debbi and Glenn Christensen
Christopher Cilko and Kimberly Ubick
Teri Clark and Martin Lay
Robert Clegg and Jorge Rey-Prada
Sasha Collins
Frank Cook and Barbara Hays Cook
Glenda and Dustin Corcoran
Johnnie Lou and Michael Cortlew
Carole Cory and Jon Stevens
Allison P. Coudert
James and Susan Craig
Thomas Craven and Patricia Wong
Lyn and Jim Crouch
Katherine H. Crow
Brad and Mary Daniel
Christine and George Dariosis
Greg Darrah and Stefanie Fricona
Anne Dasch
Sally Davis and E. Jane White
Dawn Davison and Celse Davison
Jonathan Deeringer and Robyn Powell
Roger and Marjorie Dickinson
Denice Domke
Matt Donaldson and Steve Kyniakos
Scarlet La Rue Edber and Harvey Edber
Dustin Ensign and Robert Sivilich
William and Paula Fall
Donald Fitzgerald and Kathleen
Thompson Fitzgerald
Roger and Florence Fong
Rosanna Garcia and Jeff Slodowicz
Susanne GarfieldJones and Randy Jones
Jan Geiger
David Geremia and Maureen Reedy-Geremia
Brian Gibbs
John and Jane Giguiere
Hedy Govenar
Kathleen Grant, M.D. and
Thomas Jackson, M.D.
Lisa Gurguis and John Lee
Kenneth and Lynn Hall
Susan and Mark Hamblt
Phylis M. Hammon
Kat Hara and Reuben Edelson
Alfred C. Harrison, Jr.
Eileen Hayes
Stephen Hearst and Susan Haake
Scott Hecks and Garrret Abben
Albert and Elaine Hentalliah
Designated Arts Fund of
the Sacramento Region
Community Foundation
Mark and Meredith Henderson
Monica Hernandez and
Kevin Flanagan
Elizabeth Hill
James Hollenback
Cinda and Daniel Hyman
Gary and Eva Incaudo
Tony and Mia Ingoglia
Manjane and Dean Jacobs
James and Kathy Jakel
Amanda Johnson and James Muck
Erika and Derek Jones
Shawn Joost
Kaiser Permanente
Jennifer Kaye and Eric Seifert
Kathy Keers
Ann and Tom Kerr
Jami Khan and George Stelfes
Stephen Kings and Marla Todd
Kit Kirkpatrick
Gloria Knopke
Chelsea and Karlton Larson
Judith Lee
Paul and Alice Lee
Margaret and Burt Loehr
David Lowe and Phoebe Verkouw
Elizabeth and Donald Lyman
Keith and Odette Madriga
Judith Malone
Susie Mathews
Judith McLaughlin and
Greg Ohranesis
Jerry and Gayle Meksamer
Frank and Elizabeth Meyer
Roy Michel
Tamiak and William Jahmal Miller
H. David Moehring
Lori Abbott Moreland and John Abbott
William O. Morris
Robert and Deborah Moskovitz
Elizabeth Moulds
Rosemary and Robert Mundhenk
Norma Munro
John and Susan Myers
James and Carlin Nafty
Karen Newald
Kathryn Newell and
Edward Dudingus
Patricia Normand and Mark Pollack
Susan R. One
One Family Fund of the Sacramento
Region Community Foundation
Kenneth Parrnell and Paul Stringham
John and Misako Pearson
Michael and Jill Pease
Kevin and Melinda Peterson
Ronald G. Pomares and
Rachel Mahoney
Molly Pope
Debbie Press-Lewis and John Lewis
Jennifer and Josh Pullican
Dr. Barry and Lois Ramer
Jim Randall and Laurie Nelson
David Rater
Marshall and Maureen Rice
John Roberts
Roy C. Rose
Skip and Shirley Rosenboom
Irene Vitos Rowse and Kevin Rowe
Barry Sakata and Barbara Shin Ruona
Otto Saltenberger
Polly and Fred Schack
D. Michael and Betty Schoenfeld
Estelle and Herb Seymour
Suzanne and Randolph Siverson
James R. and Suzette M. Smith
Julie and Barry Smooke
Randall and Sharon Sommer
Nancy Stackman
John Strizek and Lydia Hastings
Marc and Carole Sussman
Patricia Symkowick
Tina Talamantes and Natalie Whithford
Emily and Ned Taylor
Frederick and Nancy Teichert
Edith Thacher and Charles Rount
Gregory and Francine Thatch
Ron and Linda Tochterman
Charles and Paulette Trainor
Marg and Rachel Truscott
Shelte Tully
Diane Van Maren
Kathy and William Vetter
A. J. Watson and Susana* Watson
Sheri Watson
Sally Weiler and Tom Rasmussen
Parker White
Thomas and Susan Willoughby
Luke Wilson and Marith Busi
Brian Witherell
Kerry and Sam Wood

$600 – $1,499

Diane Abbe and James McGrew
Jim and Deborah Alley
Judith Alsp
James and Jacqueline Ames
Anonymous
Melva and Stephen Arditti
Thomas and Elizabeth Atkins
Patti Baggett and Josh Horowitz
Sharon Ball and Roger Young
Rebecca Ballew and Kenneth
Cook McKnight
Jo Ann Barbis
Lela S. Bayley and Tim Stenvick
Dennis Beck and Chris Beck
Carol R. Bellard
Steven Bennett
Robert and Dori Blumenstock
Audrey and Richard Bojacy
Denise and Don Bowden
Rick Brandsma and Vicki Panagotacos
Debbie Friedlander Brans
Cris Breivik and Michael Sweeney
Ellen Brios
William Bronston and Lisa Levering
Susan Buck
Janet Burgess
Brookes and Max Byrd
Patricia Campbell and Peter Caton
Jeanne Capurro
Gloria Cardenas
Lacy Carter and Brendan McGuire
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Annual Donors

$600 – $1,499 continued

John and Ellie Cary
Ron Casentini
Jeff Chambers and Andi Okamura
William Chambers
Michael W. Chapman and Elizabeth C. Chapman
Le Roy and Bonnie Chatfield
Verna and Don Cole
Susan and George Cocks
The Cottonwood School
Julia Couzens and Jay-Allen Eisen
Judy and David Covin
Ken Cusenza and Ruth Craft
Marge and Bill Crichton
Anita Prieto Cueto and Leticia Sanchez
Diane Cummins and Steve Szalay
Marian Daley, M.D.
Susan and Rodney Davis
Ralph and Antoinette de Vere White
Gail Dellogetto
Ana-Paula DeOliveira
Eric Louis and Sam Dickson
Debbby Dillon
Stephanie Dingman and Shelley Rubach
Mary Dook
The Dobbins
Michael and Linda Donahue
Linda and Christine Downing
Art and Kathryn Dublin
Deb Duckett and Robert Morris
Mary Duplat
Ida Edmondson-Johnson
Patricia and Walter Edwards
Vince Elliott
Don and Nancy Erman
Randy and Linda Estick
Shelly Faura and Tom Forrester
Anne Fenkner and Jennifer Garland
Jay and Cindy Freeman
Margot and Jeffrey Fulmer
Margaret Gabil
David and Dorothy Ganst
Regina Gandour-Edwards and Benjamin Edwards
Manuel Garcia and Shelley Castillo
Henry Garibay
Shelly Garone and Tony Cantelmi
Anne Geraghty and Patricia Marchand
Beverly J. Geeremis
Rita E. Gibson
Sally C. Gibson
Dr. Thomas and Robin Leddy Gustina
Joseph Goldyne
Susan Granella and Sarah Poss
Edward Hall and Warren Lindeleaf
Roy Dean Hardy
Lisa and Donald Heckman
Christy Heon-Clark and Rick Heron
Matt Hinkle and Susanna Yu
Michael Hopper and Virginia L. Pier
Peter Horton and Jane de Leon
James Houpt
Peggy Fox Ingram and Jack Ingram
Francine Jackson
Leslie and Matthew Jaime
Denise and David Jared
Clara Jewell
Glee Johnson and Gregory S. Geeting
Angela and John Joyner
Maria and Dan Kaufman
Paul Kaufmann
Glenys and James Kaye
Linda Keating
Susan Keeney
John Keine
Frederick and Robin Kesich
Betty Jane Ketelle
John and C. Gayle Killey
James and Beate Kirk
Trevor Kirwan and Michelle Kirwan
David and Mary Beth Knoll
Catheryn Koss
Pamila and Indu Kriplani
Elizabeth and Charles Kuehner
Beverly and Ronald Lamb
Norma and Allan Lammers
Barbara Legacy
Imi Lehmbrock-Hirschinger and James Hirschinger
Nate Levine and Charlene Akers
Jeff and Fran Little
Lyn and Maria Livingston
Doris and George Loughner
Barbara and Dennis Luther
Neil Maclean and Sue Carey
Bruce and Laurie Machin
Jean Marcy and James Uber
Harvey and Linda Matloff
Keith and Kathleen McBride
Denis and Susan McGinty
Peter Mendenhall
Shel Mercurio and Paul Shantic
Mary Joyce Mitchell
Linda Moore
Jenny and Scott Mohler
Patrick and Ashley Molloy
Judy Moors
Marylee and Alan Moritz
Dave Noyes and Keni Aiello
Vicki and Debra Murgo
Gerry Murphy
Kent Newton and Bill Staton
Daniel Nicodemo, Thomas
Dr. Giancotta and Donald Merrill
Edenhurst Gallery
Nadine Noelting
Katherine and Christine Norris
Jack and Ebis Ogden
Jane and John Olin
Lance and Suzette Olson
Mervin O’Neill and Ann Richardson
Sannie Osborn
Kenji and Elizabeth Ota
Carol and Gerry Parker
Donald Parker and Virginia Parker
Marilyn and James Pearce
Ena Pham and Manuel Alvarez
Sarah Phelan
Progressive Insurance Foundation
Mel and Leita Ramos Family
Daniel Ratcliffe and Paul Proett
Ruth Rezos
James D. and Lori K. Richardson
Jessica Roberson
Jessica and Matt Robinson
Patrick Romano and Alyson Sage
Gary Rose and Laura Laskowski
Bob and Shirley Rosenberg
Rita Ruecker
Dianna and Patrick Ryan
Diane Scanlon
Carolyn Scroggin
Janet S. Shimamoto-Smith and David Glenn Smith
Kathy Shields and Martha Rush
Jerald Silva
Alice and Michael Smith
Anne and Texas Smith
Barbara and Roger Smith
William Snider and Brian Cameron
Neill W. Soo-Hoo
Marilyn and Donald Spiegel
Elizabeth St. Goar
David Stavarek and Patricia Wall
Michael Stevens and Suzanne Adan
Philip and Jan Stahl
Elizabeth and Madeline Stone
Randall J. Strossen and Elizabeth M. Hammond
Jack and Diane Stuppin
Kim Sue Swaback
Scott and Celestine Syphax
Marilyn Szulman-Jones and Michael Szulman
Gillian Teichert
Melita Teichert
Jolie M.B. Terrazas and Phyllis Beyer Terrazas
Mallory Ann Thiebaud
Bob Thompson and Elaine Bowers
The Estate of M. Thompson
Suzanne Townsend
Stephanie Tucker
Richard and Susan Ulevitch
Patty and Peter Urcone
Rosaland VanAuker and Ken Endelman
Andrew and Vivian Walker
R. Wallace Family
Diane West
Witherell’s
Diane West
Richard and Susan Ulevitch
Patty and Peter Urcone
Rosaland VanAuker and Ken Endelman
Andrew and Vivian Walker
R. Wallace Family
Diane West
Witherell’s
Diane West
Richard and Susan Ulevitch
Patty and Peter Urcone
Rosaland VanAuker and Ken Endelman
Andrew and Vivian Walker
R. Wallace Family
Diane West
Witherell’s
Diane West
Thank you for supporting the Crocker!
SPONSORSHIPS AND SPECIAL EVENT GIFTS

The following list recognizes sponsorships, as well as fundraising event table and ticket purchases.

$100,000 & above
Western Health Advantage

$50,000 – $99,999
Hughey Gentry, LLP
Murphy Austin Adams Schoenfeld LLP
Josephine Pope
U.S. Bank

$25,000 – $49,999
Bank of America

$10,000 – $24,999
Franklin Templeton Investments
Chris and Cheryl Holben
Kaiser Permanente
Denton and Kristine Kelley
Maria Pope
Robin Spence
Suncrest Bank
Scott and Celestine Syphax
Denise and Donald Timmons
Helen and Frank Wheeler

$5,000 – $9,999
AKT Development Corporation
Sylvia M. Fitzgerald, ISA AM
Nancy Friedman
Carol Ledbetter
Jennifer and Edward Lee
Kimberly and Timothy* Lien
Maia Peeples-Bright
Erica Pham and Manuel Alvarez
Nick Sadek Sotheby’s
International Realty
Kim Squaglia
Parker White

$2,500 – $4,999
Jose Bolido-Memba
Boeckman Family Foundation
Dan Brunner
Anthony Cellini
Cecilia Delury and H. Vince Jacobs
Dignity Health
Kimberley Dunn
Laura and Rick Ferguson
Dr. M.J. Hamilton and David Reed
Ted Harris and Melissa Conner
Ryan and Marian Heater
David and Mary Beth Knoll
Susan McGrath
Darling Neath and Ray Merino
Teri and Mitchell Ostwald
Molly Pope
Sharon Usher and David Townsend

$2,499 and less
Dante Allen
Katherine Barst-Mirry and Bay Miry
Frank M. Booth, Inc.
Susie* and Jim Burton
Colby Campbell

GIFTS TO THE ENDOWMENT

Amounts below reflect the principal balance as of June 30, 2022. Dates denote the year the fund was established. Funds in blue have had additional principal contributions made between July 1, 2021 – June 30, 2022.

Sheila Carroll
Becke and Martin Clevenger
Claudia D. Coleman
Stacey Leung Crawford and Jelanda Crawford
Gail Dellagrenna
Teryllyn and Jim Diepenbrock
Linda Drew
Susan K. Edling
Barry* and Patty French
Kimberly Garza and Daniel Stanush
Jan Geiger
David Gibson and William Ishmael
Gordon Greenwood
Lori Gualco and David Levin
Heritage Auctions
Monica Hernandez and Kevin Flanagan
Elizabeth Hill
Dan and Gwenna Howard
Kathleen and Daniel Johnson
James and Lakenya Jordan
Frederick and Robin Kesich
Jamila Khan
Linda Lawrence
Nancy Lawrence*
Joseph and Shirley LeRoy
Pat Mahony and Randy Getz
Mansour’s Oriental Rug Gallery
Method Framing Inc.
Fred and Linda Meyers
Tamika and William Jahmal Miller
Kevin Mitchell
Gloria Narish
Chris Phinney and Phyllis Lee
Barry and Lois Ramer
Simone Miller Rathe and Mark Rathe
Harriet Saks
Otto Saltenberger
Pamela Saltenberger
Estelle G. Saltzman
Randall Sater
Patricia and David Schwartz
James and Christine Shelby
Helene and John Skrt
Evan Stremstad and Jodi Samuels
Glenn W. Soenssen, Jr. Family
Nikke V. Sonick
University Art Center, Inc.
Peter and Patricia Uron
Victorium Legal, Inc.
Elsie-Marta von Schlosser
Deborah and Bill Warne
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### OPERATING ENDOWMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Endowment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$5,000,000 and above</td>
<td>Joyce Nadine Raley Teel Fund (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masterpiece in the Making Endowment (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$500,000 – $4,999,999</td>
<td>Crocker Next Endowment (2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E. Kendall Davis Fund (1988)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ellen Sherman Estate Fund (2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$250,000 – $499,999</td>
<td>Nathan Hamilton Memorial Fund (2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dorothy and Norm Lien Fund (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operating Fund Endowment (1988)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100,000 – $249,999</td>
<td>Kathryn Uhl Ball and Fred Uhl Ball Fund (2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Christina Schulz Memorial Fund (2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joan and John Sommerfield Estate Endowment (2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$50,000 – $99,999</td>
<td>Bill and Marty Campbell Fund (2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evelyn Day Estate Fund (1988)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frank Pereira Trust (2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roger Sant and Doris Matsuji Fund (2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Setzer Fund (1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Miles Treaster Memorial Fund (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$25,000 – $49,999</td>
<td>Sam and Neldsa Hanson Fund (1989)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gloria and Vern Jones Fund (2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>McClatchy Newspaper Fund (2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paul and Susan Prudler Fund (2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$24,999 and less</td>
<td>Max B. Besler Memorial Fund (2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CAPS Fund (Crocker Art Players) (1988)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ted and Helen Chamberlain Fund (1988)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RESTRICTED ENDOWMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Endowment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1,000,000 and above</td>
<td>John S. Knudsen Prize Endowment (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$400,000 – $999,999</td>
<td>Jan and Mary Ann Beehuis Trust Endowment (2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>William and Edith Cleary Fund (1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mary and Mort Friedman Acquisition Fund for Contemporary Art (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Irving and Hela Norman Artists Fellowship Endowment (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alan Templeton Endowment (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100,000 – $399,999</td>
<td>Alison and Eduardo Carrillo Fund (2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evelyn Jean Tiltord Claugas Estate (2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Morton L. Friedman Exhibition Fund (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>George and Bea Gibson Fund (1985)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$24,999 and less</td>
<td>Lial A. Jones Art Acquisition Endowment (2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thomas P. Raley Education Fund (1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Martha G. West and Robert G. West Endowment Fund (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rose Hucks Memorial Fund (1986)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Addylin “Sug” Jack Education Fund (2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KD Kurutz Education Endowment Fund (1997)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ray C. Rose Fund (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$24,999 and less</td>
<td>Creative Arts League Fund Honoring Lois and David Warren (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$25,000 – $49,999</td>
<td>Creative Arts League Fund Honoriing Lois and David Warren (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Creative Arts League Fund (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$25,000 – $49,999</td>
<td>Art Service Group Library Fund (1989)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stephen and Edith Brandenburger Fund (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nancelee Diggs Fund (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Michael Himovitz Fund (1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carolyn T. Marmaduke (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shirley and Forrest Plant Fund (1988)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F. M. Rowles Fund (1972)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ardiith Temple Docent Fund (2011)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GIFTS OF ART

- Seth Ammerman
- Regina Anavy
- Anonymous
- The Denise and Richard Barber Family
- In memory of Kelly Beede, Educator, and partner of artist Guy Diehl
- Steven Lopez and Eric Kohler
- Barbara Belding
- Don Bierlich
- George T. and LaVonna J. Blair
- The Edward H. and Yvonne J. Boskerer Collection
- William Bronston, M.D.
- Margaret and Timothy Brown
- Meredith Bruck
- Norma Bublar
- Chris Budwein
- James and Judith Busby
- Simon K. Chiu
- Amy Chung
- Donald Clark
- Darrell Conti
- Jacquelin Crawford
- Marilyn Gray Cummins
- Rebecca and Charles Daggs
- Kim and Steven deAmillaga
- Del Monte Fine Art
- Sandra and Bram Dijkstra
- Leatrice and Melvin Eagle
- George W. and Bernice M. Ely Family
- Enamel Arts Foundation Collection
- Lucille Hartfield Epstein and George N. Epstein Collection
- Mayamanah Farhat and Ahtir Shoyata
- Gregory Ghent
- Peter Goin
- Matt Gonzalez
- Debra Goodrich and Charles Wollitz
- Drs. Alan Grinnell and Feelie Lee
- Robert and Colleen Haas
- Rebecka and Donald J. Hagerty
- Josh Hardy Galleries
- Julian Hoeber
- Coille McLaughlin Hooven
- Carol and Jeffrey Horvitz
- Ellen and Jimmy Isonson
- Lynn and Craig Jacobson
- Bequest of John Thomas Johnston
- Phyllis A. Kempner, Ph.D.
- David D. Stein Ph.D.
- Emily Leff and James L. Davis III
- Fred Levin in honor of Drs.
- Ben and Jess Shenson
- Sydney Liebes
- Shannon Liflard and Dustin Aguilar in memory of Dugan and Liz Aguilar
- Dr. Allen I. Lin and Family
- Estate of Loren G. Lipson, M.D.
- The Edward H. and Yvonne J. Boskerer Collection
- William Bronston, M.D.
- Margaret and Timothy Brown
- Meredith Bruck
- Norma Bublar
- Chris Budwein
- James and Judith Busby
- Simon K. Chiu
- Amy Chung
- Donald Clark
- Darrell Conti
- Jacquelin Crawford
- Marilyn Gray Cummins
- Rebecca and Charles Daggs
- Kim and Steven deAmillaga
- Del Monte Fine Art
- Sandra and Bram Dijkstra
- Leatrice and Melvin Eagle
- George W. and Bernice M. Ely Family
- Enamel Arts Foundation Collection
- Lucille Hartfield Epstein and George N. Epstein Collection
- Mayamanah Farhat and Ahtir Shoyata
- Gregory Ghent
- Peter Goin
- Matt Gonzalez
- Debra Goodrich and Charles Wollitz
- Drs. Alan Grinnell and Feelie Lee
- Robert and Colleen Haas
- Rebecka and Donald J. Hagerty
- Josh Hardy Galleries
- Julian Hoeber
- Coille McLaughlin Hooven
- Carol and Jeffrey Horvitz
- Ellen and Jimmy Isonson
- Lynn and Craig Jacobson
- Bequest of John Thomas Johnston
- Phyllis A. Kempner, Ph.D.
- David D. Stein Ph.D.
- Emily Leff and James L. Davis III
- Fred Levin in honor of Drs.
- Ben and Jess Shenson
- Sydney Liebes
- Shannon Liflard and Dustin Aguilar in memory of Dugan and Liz Aguilar
- Dr. Allen I. Lin and Family
- Estate of Loren G. Lipson, M.D.
- Steven Lopez and Eric Kohler
- Brenna Lott
- Brenda Luckin-Marx
- The Stanton and Jean Brenan Lott
- Brenda Luckin-Marx
- The Stanton and Jean Brenan Lott
- Brenda Luckin-Marx
- The Stanton and Jean Brenan Lott
- Brenda Luckin-Marx
- The Stanton and Jean Brenan Lott
IN-KIND GIFTS

Mark Abildgaard
Deladier Almeida
Andres Alvarez
Barbara Arnold
David Avery
Tamera Avery
Peter Baczek
Hilary Baker
Janet Barnes
M. Mark Bauer
Lynn Beldner
Paula Bellacera
Jud Bergeron
Suhas Bhujbal
Tom Bills
Mark Bowles
Robert Brady
Randy Brennan
Steve Briscoe
Bruce Temuchin Brown
Dean Burton
Cicada Cantina
Kim Cardoso
Beverly Cavagnaro
TR Colletta
Peter Combe
Annette Corcoran
Carrie Cottini
Alex Couwenberg
Micah Cramond-Bear
Sandy Delehanty
Matt Duffin
Richard Duning
Claude Duplat
Kathleen Elliot
Envelopes.com
Barbara Erysian
Jasmine Fetterman
Kurt Fishback
Fong & Fong Printers and Lithographers Inc.
John Yoyogi Fortes
Marc Foster
Marcy Friedman
Kim Frichsin
Shelley Gardner
Christopher Georgesco
Richard Gilles
Anne Gregory
Matthias Merkel Hess
Oliva Gagliani Huff
William Ishmael
Segei Iusupov
Minti Jensen
Theodore Vanay Jones
Kaplan Solutions, Inc.
Sara Kennedy
Laurie Kersey
Jaya King
Moni Vancamp Kondos
Rochelle Leininger
Bianca Levan
David Ligare
Joann Lindelof
Jupiter Lockett
Brenda Louie
Emma Luna
Pat Maloney
Craig Martinez
René Martucci
Marquee Media
Thom Merrick
Geralyn Montano
Pamela Mooney
Carol Matt-Binkley
Timothy Mulligan
Tomas Nakada
Junnior Navarro
Nothing Bundt Cakes

TRIBUTE GIFTS

In memory of Don Arnstine
Barbara Arnstine, Ph.D.

In memory of Jonathan Odell Bass
Jack and Colleen Ingram
Peggy Fox Ingram

In memory of Bill Batts
Ellen Bruns

In memory of Maria Teresa Blanco
José and Juli Ann Blanco

In memory of Gloria and Walter Burt
Sandy L. Delehanty

In honor of Barbara J. Campbell
Mary Anne Schendzelos

In memory of Miss Conklin
Tascha Weatherall

In memory of Leland McCormack Crawford Jr.
Kimberly and Timothy* Lien

In honor of Margaret and Edwin Crocker
Gary and KD Kurutz

In honor of Fred Denke
and Jim Eastman
James S. Denke

In memory of Dolores Dietler
The Dobaks

In honor of Claire Dwan
Davia Taylor

In memory of Barbara Evoy
Amy Evoy

In memory of Elda Erminia Foster
Susan Granzella and Sarah Pess

In honor of Herb Freeman
and Bea Little
Helene and Alan Fess

In memory of Betty Friedlander
and Dr. Herzl Friedlander
Debbie Friedlander Brans

In honor of Rita Gibson
and Eric Thaden
David Troxel and Ronald Spingarn
Annual Donors

In memory of August Grahn
Betty Ketelle
Elizabeth Ketelle

In memory of Rose and Morris Greenberg
Tom Weboig and Sandra Greenberg Singer

In memory of Jane Gridley
Susan Cook

In memory of Dorothy Gualko
Barbara A. Cotter

In memory of Frances Hoedener Gualko
Peggy Fox Ingram
Jack and Colleen Ingram

In memory of Mary Beth Hagey
The Hagey Family

In memory of Professor Kris Hassold
Robert and Susan Benedetti

In memory of Don Hinde
Noel Hinde

In memory of Jack Howard
Gloria Baker
Verna and Don Cole
Dianna and Bruce Mangerich

In memory of Mark Jacobson
Donra and Keith Kahara

In memory of Kevin F. Keane
Ellen M. Thieman

In memory of Richard Ketelle
Elizabeth Ketelle

In memory of Gregory Kondos
Ruthie and Jay Pack

In memory of John Krizman
Joanie M. Krizman

In honor of Finn Larson
Helen and Frank Wheeler

In honor of Shaida Leek
Ralph and Cary Kelly

In memory of Jim Livingston
Marilyn Livingston

In memory of Pam Lynch
Kathleen M. Lane

In memory of Susan F. Lyon
Sarah Phelan

In memory of Dennis and Nancy Marks
Nyna Daly
Marline Friedman and Paul Kaufmann
Dr. M.J. Hamilton and David Reed

In memory of Jacqueline McCarroll
Anianna Angelides
Christina Angelides
Megan Norris

In memory of Adeliza McHugh and her Candy Store Gallery
Jane Fitz Gibbon

In memory of Linda Meeker
Deborah Kanner

In memory of Linda Merksamer
Roberta and Michael Brown
Sandra Novack

In memory of Carmella and Bob Merlo
Thomas Di Granietto
Donald Merrill
Daniel Nicodemo

In memory of Kenneth B. Noack Sr.
Sue Noack

In memory of Kristan Otto
Paul Traugh

In memory of Al Pierleoni
The Rev. James D. and Lori K. Richardson

In memory of Sabina Raab
Sid and Mary Abbott
Dana Ashton
Amy Ausserbach
Nancy Beane
Renee Bischoff
Inga Cherman-Lurie
Shirley Christman
Johnnie Lou and Michael Corlew
Dee Dee Cotow
Judy Crain and Family
Bary Fishman
Joan and Dave Friedenberg
Amy Gill
Harold, Marcia, Rachel, Becca, and Steven Gordon
Myrna and Jerry Gordon
Ellen and Philip Goulding
Shelly Greco
Emmi Harward
Margo and Gary Howe
Nancy K. Lawrence*
Elizabeth Loftis
Suszi and Andy McFadden
Jane Pederson
Elaine Pepperman
Jessica Raab
Stefan Raab
Werner Raab
Ann Reed
Katherine Saunders
Amber Schaffer
MaryAnne Schendzelos
Robert and Jane Scherer
Hedda and Tom Smithson
Gretchen Wardell

In memory of Jean Reynolds
Joyce Lombaro
Jeri and Dennis Muramoto

In honor of Estelle Saltzman
Bill and Marge Crichton
Christopher, Rebecca and Miles Crichton
Paul, Kimberly, Madeline and Jackson Reddy

In memory of Jack Scanlon
Diane Scanlon

In honor of Mary Anne Schendzelos
Barbara J. Campbell

In memory of Sally L. Sharpe
Alec Sharpe

In memory of Scott Shobar Simoni
Peggy Fox Ingram
Jack and Colleen Ingram

In memory of Geraldine Smith
John Schneider and Gary Johns

In memory of Naomi Solomon
Julie Schweitzer and Family

In honor of Tina Stiles
Linda Stiles Taylor

In memory of Joseph Symkowick
Mary Anne Schendzelos

In memory of Joyce Teel
Ted and Meliza Barr
Rebecca Baumann and Dan McVeigh
Patricia A. Binley
Roberta and Michael Brown
Darell Cort
Marline Friedman and Paul Kaufmann
Dr. M.J. Hamilton and David Reed
Mary and Sam McPherson
Lynn and Jonathan Wolter
Smile Business Products Inc.

In memory of Irma M. and Adolph H. Teichert
Melita Teichert

In memory of Wayne Thiebaud
Kimi Sue Swaback

In memory of Ellen Torgerson
Mary Anne Schendzelos

In memory of Joanne Travers
Sumter Travers

In honor of Shelly Willis and Laurence Campling
Libby Woolford

In memory of Wardon Wong
Mary Anne Schendzelos

In memory of Art Zimmerman
Barbara H. Alexander

GIFTS TO THE CROCKER NEXT CAMPAIGN

The following donors have made a contribution to the Crocker Next campaign to date (September 15, 2022).

Extraordinary Gifts
Mort* and Nancy Friedman
Joyce* and Jim Teel

Leadership Gifts
Ted and Meliza Barr
Claudia Cummings
Mark Friedman and Marjorie Solomon Friedman
David I. Gibson and William E. Ishmael
Louise* and Victor Graf
Linda Lawrence
Nancy K. Lawrence*
Dorothy* and Norm* Lien
Dennis* and Nancy* Marks
Pam Salmonberger
The David and Patricia Schwartz Family Trust
Mary Lou and Ray* Stone
Donald and Denise Timmons
Loet Vanderveen*

Major Gifts
Rhea* and Daniel Brunner
Susie* and Jim Burton
Claudia D. Coleman
The Delury Family and Vince Jacobs
Dan and Gwenna Howard
Pat Ingoglia
John and Lynda Jackson
Anne* and Malcolm* McHenry
Teresa and Richard Niello
Phil and Jana Oates and Family
Janet A. Poole
Robert Scarlett
Judi Smith

Special Gifts
Bill Abbott and Tina Thomas
Russell and Elizabeth Austin
Chris Ann Bachtel
Katherine Bardis-Miry and Bay Miry
Buzz Oates Development, L.P.
Barbara Jean Campbell
Lynne Cannady and David Ford*
Glen and Lynne Cunningham
Jim and Kathleen Deeringer
Barbara and Charlie Demmon
The Donant Foundation
Susan K. Edling
Steven and Sandra Felderstein
Jan Geiger
Barbara and Michael Genovese
Hedy Govenar
Dr. M.J. Hamilton and David Reed
Kristine and Denton Kelley
Pat Mahony and Randy Getz
Val McMichael
Linda and Steven Merksamer
Janet Mohle-Boetani, M.D.
and Mark Manasse
Barbara R. and James A.
Monroe Family Fund
Gloria Naficy
Mitchell and Teri Ostwald
Marilyn and Dean Park
Clifford A. Popejoy and
Antonia K. J. Vorster
Estelle G. Saltzman
Randall W. Sater
Glenn and Michelle Sorensen Family
Celestine and Scott Syphax
David Townsend and Sharon Usher
Nikke Van Derheydt-Sosnick
Parker White

Supporting Gifts
James and Tracy Beckwith,
Five Star Bank
Barry and Candi Brundage
John and Lois Crowe
Phyllis MacAulay Hammer
Christopher and Cheryl Holben
Marilyn and Phillip Isenberg
Paul Kaufmann
Gary and Jillian King
Kim and Tim* Lien
Mike Lien and Darcy Ketchum
Donna, Greg, and Katie Lucas
Dan McVeigh and Rebecca Baumann
Fred and Linda Meyers
Mimi and Burnett* Miller
Steve and Marcy Mills
Sylvia Navari
Karen Newwald
Otto Construction
Jane E. Robb and James Charlton
James and Sue Robinson
Skip and Shirley Rosenbloom & Family
Susan Savage
Michael Sestak and Dennis Mangers
Bill Slaton and Kent Newton
Suzanne and John Taylor
Cynthia Van Horne
Susi* and A. J. Watson
Susan and Thomas Willoughby
John Woodling and Barbara Marcotte

* Deceased

We strive to ensure an accurate listing of donors, however, should there be an inadvertent error or omission, please let us know.

The Crocker Art Museum relies heavily on donations from this community. For more information on how you can contribute, visit crockerart.org/donate, inquire at the Admission desk, or call (916) 808-7843.